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2017 is the 60th anniversary of the release of Hammer’s first Gothic horror film and the birth of
the British horror genre: The Curse of FrankensteinA complete guide to a perennially and
hugely popular British movie genreAn ideal read for anyone from the interested newcomer to
the experienced film buffFeatures popular British stars such as Boris Karloff, Sir Christopher
Lee, Peter Cushing and Simon Pegg When Hammer broke box office records in 1957 with The
Curse of Frankenstein, the company not only resurrected the Gothic horror film, but created a
particularly British-flavoured form of horror that swept the world. The British Horror Film from
the Silent to the Multiplex is your guide to the films, actors and filmmakers who have thrilled
and terrified generations of movie fans. In one book, you will find the literary and cinematic
roots of the genre to the British films made by film legends such as Bela Lugosi and Boris
Karloff to Hammer’s triumphs starring Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing, and the postHammer horrors such as Peter Walker’s Frightmare and huge British-made successes,
including Alien and the zombie craze of the 21st century. The history, films, stars, directors and
studios, all in one fascinating, fun and fact-filled volume. Whether you are an absolute beginner
or a seasoned gorehound, you will find everything you ever wanted to know about the British
horror movie, but were too bone-chillingly afraid to ask.
This biography reveals the true story of Mad creator Harvey Kurtzman?the man who
revolutionized humor in America; it features new interviews with his colleagues Hugh Hefner,
Robert Crumb, and others. Harvey Kurtzman created Mad, and Mad revolutionized humor in
America. Kurtzman was the original editor, artist, and sole writer of Mad, one of the greatest
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publishing successes of the 20th century. But how did Kurtzman invent Mad, and why did he
leave it shortly after it burst, nova-like, onto the American scene? For this heavily researched
biography, Bill Schelly conducted new interviews with Kurtzman’s colleagues, friends and
family, including Hugh Hefner, R. Crumb, Jack Davis, and many others, and examined
Kurtzman’s personal archives. The result is the true story of one the 20th century’s greatest
humorists: Kurtzman's family life, the details of the FBI's investigation during the McCarthy Era,
his legal battles with William M. Gaines (publisher of Mad), are all revealed for the first time.
Rich with anecdotes, this book traces Kurtzman’s life from his Brooklyn beginnings to his postMad years, when his ceaseless creativity produced more innovations: new magazines, a
graphic novel, and Little Annie Fanny inPlayboy.
Fun and fright have long been partners in the cinema, dating back to the silent film era and
progressing to the Scary Movie franchise and other recent releases. This guide takes a
comprehensive look at the comedy-horror movie genre, from the earliest stabs at melding
horror and hilarity during the nascent days of silent film, to its full-fledged development with
The Bat in 1926, to the Abbott and Costello films pitting the comedy duo against
Frankenstein’s Monster, the Mummy and other Universal Studio monsters, continuing to such
recent cult hits as Shaun of the Dead and Black Sheep. Selected short films such as Tim
Burton’s Frankenweenie are also covered. Photos and promotional posters, interviews with
actors and a filmography are included.
The eerie, disturbing story of one of our perennial fascinations--witchcraft in colonial
America--wrapped up in a lyrical novel of psychological suspense. "Once upon a time there
was and there wasn't a woman who went to the woods." In this horror story set in colonial New
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England, a law-abiding Puritan woman goes missing. Or perhaps she has fled or abandoned
her family. Or perhaps she's been kidnapped, and set loose to wander in the dense woods of
the north. Alone and possibly lost, she meets another woman in the forest. Then everything
changes. On a journey that will take her through dark woods full of almost-human wolves,
through a deep well wet with the screams of men, and on a living ship made of human bones,
our heroine may find that the evil she flees has been inside her all along. In the House in the
Dark of the Woods is a novel of psychological horror and suspense told in Laird Hunt's
characteristically lyrical prose style. It is the story of a bewitching, a betrayal, a master huntress
and her quarry. It is a story of anger, of evil, of hatred and of redemption. It is the story of a
haunting, a story that makes up the bedrock of American mythology, but told in a vivid way you
will never forget.
Join the Dark and Strong Tour if you dare. You will be drawn into a mysterious world of
haunted coffee houses and weird caffeine fueled tales that will push you past the edge of
sanity. Over the course of 8 weeks, J.H. Glaze traveled to 8 different towns with a single
purpose: Visit a coffee house and write a complete story in one sitting, each one inspired by
the area where it was located. Following in the tradition of his Horror Challenge series, J.H.
Glaze has woven a collection of short stories that you will remember long after you read them.
Give Dark and Strong a try, and you'll discover that Glaze likes his stories the way he likes his
coffee. Dark and Strong!
The daily life of a soldier in World War II in journal entries with drawings by the author.
Vampires, zombies, ghosts, and ghoulies: there are more things going bump in the night than
ever. So how do you wend your way through all of them to find the ones that interest a
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particular reader? RA expert Spratford updates her advisory to include the latest in monsters
and the macabre.
Released a matter of days after the end of the Second World War and a dozen years ahead of
the first full-blooded Hammer Horror, the Ealing Studios horror anthology film Dead of Night
featured contributions from some of the finest directors, writers and technicians ever to work in
British film. Since its release it has become evermore widely regarded as a keystone in the
architecture of horror cinema, both nationally and internationally, yet for a film that packs such
a reputation this is the first time a single book has been dedicated to its analysis. Beginning
with a brief plot précis 'road map' in order to aid navigation through the film's stories, there
follows a discussion of Dead of Night's individual stories, including its frame tale ('Linking
Narrative'), a consideration of the potency of stillness and the suspension of time as devices
for eliciting goose bumps, an appraisal of the film in relation to the very English tradition of the
festive ghost story, and an analysis of the British post-war male gender crisis embodied by a
number of the film’s protagonists. The book includes a selection of rarely seen pre-production
designs produced by the film’s acclaimed production designer, Michael Relph.

Short works of decadent horror by a pioneer of supernatural fiction include the
title story, a tale of mysterious suicides, "The White People," "The Inmost Light,"
and "The Shining Pyramid."
Horror comics were among the first comic books published—ghastly tales that
soon developed an avid young readership, along with a bad reputation. Parent
groups, psychologists, even the United States government joined in a crusade to
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wipe out the —and they almost succeeded. Yet the genre survived and flourished,
from the 1950s to today. This history covers the tribulations endured by horror
comics creators and the broader impact on the comics industry. The genre's
ultimate success helped launch the careers of many of the biggest names in
comics. Their stories and the stories of other key players are included, along with
a few surprises.
British Horror Cinema investigates a wealth of horror filmmaking in Britain, from
early chillers like The Ghoul and Dark Eyes of London to acknowledged classics
such as Peeping Tom and The Wicker Man. Contributors explore the contexts in
which British horror films have been censored and classified, judged by their
critics and consumed by their fans. Uncovering neglected modern classics like
Deathline, and addressing issues such as the representation of family and
women, they consider the Britishness of British horror and examine sub-genres
such as the psycho-thriller and witchcraftmovies, the work of the Amicus studio,
and key filmmakers including Peter Walker. Chapters include: the 'Psycho
Thriller' the British censors and horror cinema femininity and horror film fandom
witchcraft and the occult in British horror Horrific films and 1930s British Cinema
Peter Walker and Gothic revisionism. Also featuring a comprehensive
filmography and interviews with key directors Clive Barker and Doug Bradley, this
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is one resource film studies students should not be without.
The Horror genre has become one of the most popular genres of TV drama with
the global success and fandom surrounding The Walking Dead, Supernatural
and Stranger Things. Horror has always had a truly international reach, and
nowhere is this more apparent than on television as explored in this provocative
new collection looking at series from across the globe, and considering how
Horror manifests in different cultural and broadcast/streaming contexts. Bringing
together established scholars and new voices in the field, Global TV Horror
examines historical and contemporary TV Horror from Australia, Brazil, Canada,
Denmark, France, Iran, Japan, Spain, New Zealand, USA and the UK. It expands
the discussion of TV Horror by offering fresh perspectives, examining new
shows, and excavating new cultural histories, to render what has become so
familiar – Horror on television – unfamiliar yet again.
Explore the dark corners of the horror genre with this collection of spooky tales of
witchcraft, ghosts, and the risen dead! Originally collected as a hardcover, these
stories from the likes of Mike Mignola, Evan Dorkin, Jill Thompson, Gary Gianni,
Robert E. Howard and more first appeared in the Dark Horse Book of Monsters,
the Dark Horse Book of Witchcraft, the Dark Horse Book of Hauntings, and the
Dark Horse Book of the Dead. Now available for the first time in paperback, these
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haunting shorts have lost none of their spine-tingling genius!
Horror books have been part of the literary world for years, but it seems like
horror in all its mediums has been on the upswing in recent times. Maybe people
are realizing just how satisfying it is to settle into a scary story, feel the rush of
adrenaline, and then close the book, turn off the movie, or walk away from that
haunted house at the end. To help you on your own hair-raising journey, we've
put together a list of the best horror stories in this book for you to read.
The Perron family purchased the Arnold Estate, located just beyond the village of
Harrisville, Rhode Island, in 1970. They soon found out that the house was a
portal to the past and a passage to the future. This tale is an inspiring testament
to the resilience of the human spirit on a pathway of discovery: an eternal journey
for the living and the dead.
A young woman tries to commit suicide. She changes her mind at the last
moment, and sends a plea out to the world, receiving a sign that things will
improve. With the help of her psychiatrist, she begins to deal with her past and
the reasons for her self-harming, but a romantic relationship with an abusive man
could ruin everything.
A horror story, without a supernatural villain.
The Dark Horse Book of HorrorDark Horse Comics
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From the podcast host of The Witch Wave and practicing witch Pam Grossman—who Vulture
has dubbed the “Terry Gross of witches”—comes an exploration of the world’s fascination with
witches, why they have intrigued us for centuries and why they’re more relevant now than
ever. When you think of a witch, what do you picture? Pointy black hat, maybe a broomstick.
But witches in various guises have been with us for millennia. In Waking the Witch, Pam
Grossman explores the impact of the world’s most magical icon. From the idea of the femme
fatale in league with the devil to the bewitching pop culture archetypes in Sabrina the Teenage
Witch and Harry Potter; from the spooky ladies in fairy tales to the rise of contemporary
witchcraft, witches reflect the power and potential of women. Part cultural analysis, part
memoir, Waking the Witch traces the author’s own journey on the path to witchcraft, and how
this has helped her find self-empowerment and purpose. It celebrates witches past, present,
and future, and reveals the critical role they have played—and will continue to play—in the world
as we know it. “Deftly illuminating the past while beckoning us towards the future, Waking the
Witch has all the makings of a feminist classic. Wise, relatable, and real, Pam Grossman is the
witch we need for our times” (Ami McKay, author of The Witches of New York).
Classic horror films such as Dracula, Frankenstein and The Picture of Dorian Gray are based
on famous novels. Less well known—even to avid horror fans—are the many other memorable
films based on literary works. Beginning in the silent era and continuing to the present,
numerous horror films found their inspiration in novels, novellas, short stories and poems,
though many of these written works are long forgotten. This book examines 43 works of
literature—from the famous to the obscure—that provided the basis for 62 horror films. Both the
written works and the films are analyzed critically, with an emphasis on the symbiosis between
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the two. Background on the authors and their writings is provided.
Hellboy Investigates a hidden cellar and discovers his own uncanny connection to the spirits
within ... a young boy leads friends and family alike into an abandoned house from which no
one ever leaves ... and an unprecedented fisticuffs ensues between a world traveler and the
ancient spirit of an English mansion ... These ghostly stories and more await you within The
Dark Horse Book of Hauntings, a collection of original short horror stories by an award-winning
lineup of comics' top talent.
This reference work contains entries on every film made by Hammer Films, a British studio
renowned for its horror films of the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. In addition, entries on
people—directors, writers, producers, etc.—who have worked with the studio, as well as the stars
associated with the studio, notably Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing.
For Vlada, a cruise ship singer raised to be Christian, her same-sex, God-fearing, Biblequoting singing partner, Dasha had always been someone she could only ever peep at in quiet
moments, whenever nobody was around, or looking... ... until a stranger claiming to know how
to get her the love of her dreams changes everything. Suddenly, Dasha is head over heels in
love with Vlada, open to homosexualism, ever ready to throw religion into the wind in order to
be with her. Everything is lovely and wonderful, for a while, until the consequences Vlada had
not been warned about rear their terrifying heads... and make her question the rationality of
giving up everything for a love disapproved by God, church and family. In this story with
multiple endings and many surprises, the fate of our protagonists will depend on the choices
you make on their behalf. How will you behave when life pushes you beyond the boundaries of
what you know to be possible, or true? Would you put your trust in faith or love when that
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happens? Would you be able to survive?
Are you ready to step over the edge? This grand horror collection contains the greatest
supernatural mysteries, gothic novels, dark romances & macabre tales: Bram Stoker: Dracula
The Squaw… John William Polidori: The Vampyre James Malcolm Rymer & Thomas Peckett
Prest: Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street Washington Irving: The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow Rip Van Winkle Edgar Allan Poe: The Cask of Amontillado The Masque of the
Red Death The Premature Burial Mary Shelley: Frankenstein The Mortal Immortal The Evil
Eye Gaston Leroux: The Phantom of the Opera Marjorie Bowen: Black Magic Oscar Wilde:
The Picture of Dorian Gray Henry James: The Turn of the Screw The Ghostly Rental… H. P.
Lovecraft: The Dunwich Horror The Shunned House… Charles Dickens: The Mystery of Edwin
Drood The Haunted House… Wilkie Collins: The Haunted Hotel The Woman in White Richard
Marsh: The Beetle Arthur Conan Doyle: The Hound of the Baskervilles The Silver Hatchet…
Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu: Carmilla… Arthur Machen: The Great God Pan… William Hope
Hodgson: The Ghost Pirates The Night Land E. F. Benson: The Room in the Tower The Terror
by Night… Nathaniel Hawthorne: The Birth Mark The House of the Seven Gables… Thomas
Hardy: What the Shepherd Saw The Grave by the Handpost Jane Austen: Northanger Abbey
Charlotte Brontë: Jane Eyre Emily Brontë: Wuthering Heights Guy de Maupassant: The Horla
Horace Walpole: The Castle of Otranto William Thomas Beckford: Vathek Matthew Gregory
Lewis: The Monk Ann Radcliffe: The Mysteries of Udolpho The Italian Théophile Gautier:
Clarimonde The Mummy's Foot M. R. James: Ghost Stories of an Antiquary A Thin Ghost and
Others Ambrose Bierce: Can Such Things Be? Present at a Hanging and Other Ghost Stories
M. P. Shiel: Shapes in the Fire Rudyard Kipling: My Own True Ghost Story The City of
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Dreadful Night The Mark of the Beast… Stanley G. Weinbaum: The Dark Other Émile Erckmann
& Alexandre Chatrian: The Man-Wolf… Amelia B. Edwards: The Phantom Coach… Pedro De
Alarçon: The Nail Walter Hubbell: The Great Amherst Mystery Some Real American Ghosts
Some Chinese Ghosts…
This unique collection of Arthur Machen's Greatest Occult & Supernatural Works has been
designed and formatted to the highest digital standards. "The Three Impostors" is an episodic
novel incorporating several weird stories, and culminates in a final denouement of deadly
horror, connected with a secret society devoted to debauched pagan rites. "The Hill of
Dreams" recounts the life of a young man, Lucian Taylor, focusing on his dreamy childhood in
rural Wales, in a town based on Caerleon. "The Terror: — In wartime Britain, a series of
unexplained murders occur with no sign of who or what is responsible. "The Secret Glory" — A
public school boy becomes fascinated by tales of the Holy Grail and escapes from his
repressive school in search of a deeper meaning to life. "The White People" — A young girl's
diary, recounting tales told her by her nurse, and her increasingly deep delving into magic.
"The Great God Pan" was at first widely denounced by the press as degenerate and horrific
because of its decadent style and sexual content, although it has since garnered a reputation
as a classic of horror. "The Inmost Light" — A scientist imprisons his wife's soul in a shining
jewel, letting something else into her untenanted body, but the jewel is stolen. "The Shining
Pyramid" — Strange arrangements of stones appear at the edge of a young man's property. He
and a friend attempt to decipher their meaning before it is too late. "The Red Hand" — It focuses
on a murder performed with an ancient stone axe. Arthur Machen (1863-1947) was a Welsh
author and mystic of the 1890s and early 20th century. He is best known for his influential
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supernatural, fantasy, and horror fiction. Table of Contents: The Three Impostors The Hill of
Dreams The Terror The Secret Glory The White People The Great God Pan The Inmost Light
The Shining Pyramid The Red Hand The Great Return The Bowmen The Children of the Pool
The Bright Boy ...
A man's desire to survive by feeding humans to a wicked spirit eerily goes wrong (The Room).
The love between a human girl and a demon brings a spine-chilling avalanche in a small town
called Gantari (Devil of Gantari). The rise of the dead family proves catastrophically
horrendous for Mr. Ban (The Rise of Dead Family). THE HAUNTING HOURS, the final book in
Horror Stories series presents thirty nightmarish tales. The stories of THE HAUNTING HOURS
are extremely dreadful than the previous books of Horror Stories series. "I've spent a lot of time
creating stories for the final book of Horror Stories series," says Shah. "You can freely examine
each story of the book, but be careful to read it in the night. The best of them may propel you
into a nightmare with gruesome evils."
A person must be careful when they tread in the darkness. A person's wings of power could
turn into the wings of shadows. The temptation to look through the looking glass of stone might
show you an illusion of reality. For what is real? What is a reality? Life itself will only show a
person a tease of what the future holds.
The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear
is fear of the unknown. These facts few psychologists will dispute, and their admitted truth
must establish for all time the genuineness and dignity of the weirdly horrible tale as a literary
form… As may naturally be expected of a form so closely connected with primal emotion, the
horror-tale is as old as human thought and speech themselves. H. P. Lovecraft Algernon
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Blackwood. The Willows Ambrose Bierce. The Death of Halpin Frayser Arthur Machen. The
Great God Pan Bram Stoker. The Judge's House Edgar Allan Poe. The Raven Edgar Allan
Poe. The Black Cat Edgar Allan Poe. The Fall of the House of Usher E. F. Benson. Mrs.
Amworth H.P. Lovecraft. The Call of Cthulhu Washington Irving. The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
Henry James. The Turn of the Screw W. W. Jacobs. The Monkey's Paw
Offers entries on 24 of the significant archetypes of horror and the supernatural, from the
classical epics of Homer to the novels of Stephen King.
This richly informed study analyzes how various cinematic tools and techniques have been
used to create horror on screen—the aesthetic elements, sometimes not consciously noticed,
that help to unnerve, frighten, shock or entertain an audience. The first two chapters define the
genre and describe the use of pragmatic aesthetics (when filmmakers put technical and
budgetary compromises to artistic effect). Subsequent chapters cover mise-en-scène, framing,
photography, lighting, editing and sound, and a final chapter is devoted to the aesthetic
appeals of horror cinema. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
Always connect—that is the imperative of today’s media. But what about those moments when
media cease to function properly, when messages go beyond the sender and receiver to
become excluded from the world of communication itself—those messages that state: “There
will be no more messages”? In this book, Alexander R. Galloway, Eugene Thacker, and
McKenzie Wark turn our usual understanding of media and mediation on its head by arguing
that these moments reveal the ways the impossibility of communication is integral to
communication itself—instances they call excommunication. In three linked essays,
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Excommunication pursues this elusive topic by looking at mediation in the face of banishment,
exclusion, and heresy, and by contemplating the possibilities of communication with the great
beyond. First, Galloway proposes an original theory of mediation based on classical literature
and philosophy, using Hermes, Iris, and the Furies to map out three of the most prevalent
modes of mediation today—mediation as exchange, as illumination, and as network. Then,
Thacker goes boldly beyond Galloway’s classification scheme by examining the concept of
excommunication through the secret link between the modern horror genre and medieval
mysticism. Charting a trajectory of examples from H. P. Lovecraft to Meister Eckhart, Thacker
explores those instances when one communicates or connects with the inaccessible, dubbing
such modes of mediation “haunted” or “weird” to underscore their inaccessibility. Finally,
Wark evokes the poetics of the infuriated swarm as a queer politics of heresy that deviates
from both media theory and the traditional left. He posits a critical theory that celebrates heresy
and that is distinct from those that now venerate Saint Paul. Reexamining commonplace
definitions of media, mediation, and communication, Excommunication offers a glimpse into
the realm of the nonhuman to find a theory of mediation adequate to our present condition.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling authors of The Talisman, “an intelligent…suspenseful
page-turner” (The Wall Street Journal) from “two master craftsmen, each at the top of his
game” (The Washington Post). Twenty years ago, a boy named Jack Sawyer traveled to a
parallel universe called the Territories to save his mother and her Territories “Twinner” from an
agonizing death that would have brought cataclysm to the other world. Now Jack is a retired
Los Angeles homicide detective living in the nearly nonexistent hamlet of Tamarack,
Wisconsin. He has no recollection of his adventures in the Territories, and was compelled to
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leave the police force when an odd, happenstance event threatened to awaken those
memories. When a series of gruesome murders occur in western Wisconsin that are
reminiscent of those committed several decades ago by a madman named Albert Fish, the
killer is dubbed “the Fishman,” and Jack’s buddy, the local chief of police, begs Jack to help
the inexperienced force find him. But are these new killings merely the work of a disturbed
individual, or has a mysterious and malignant force been unleashed in this quiet town? What
causes Jack’s inexplicable waking dreams—if that is what they are—of robins’ eggs and red
feathers? It’s almost as if someone is trying to tell him something. As this cryptic message
becomes increasingly impossible to ignore, Jack is drawn back to the Territories and to his
own hidden past, where he may find the soul-strength to enter a terrifying house at the end of a
deserted tract of forest, there to encounter the obscene and ferocious evils sheltered within it.

While Universal's Dracula and Frankenstein (both 1931) have received the most
coverage of any of the studio's genre releases, it is the lesser known films that have
long fascinated fans and historians alike. Starting with The Last Warning, a 1929 movie
released as both a silent and a talkie, Universal provided a decade of films that
entertained audiences and sometimes frustrated critics. Each of Universal's horror,
science fiction and "twisted mystery" films receives an in-depth essay for each film. The
focus is first on the background to the making of the movie and its place in the
Universal catalog. A detailed plot synopsis with critical commentary follows.
Filmographic data for the film conclude the entry. Universal's The Shadow short film
series is covered in an appendix. Many rare illustrations and movie posters are also
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included.
This book is the assembly of various texts that are freely available on the web,
especially from Wikipedia. The next obvious question is: why buy this book? The
answer: because it means you avoid having to carry out long and tedious internet
searches. And of course, because it is always a pleasure to have a book in print. The
topics are all linked to each other organically, and as a function of the subject and, in
most cases, contain additional unpublished topics, not found on the web. Moreover, the
inclusion of images completes the work so as to make it unique and unrepeatable.
Contents: Castle Sinister directed by Widgey R. Newman, Doctor X directed by Michael
Curtiz, Freaks directed by Tod Browning, Island of Lost Souls directed by Erle C.
Kenton, Kongo directed by William J. Cowen, The Mask of Fu Manchu directed by
Charles J. Brabin, Charles Vidor, King Vidor, The Monster Walks directed by Frank
Strayer, The Most Dangerous Game directed by Ernest B. Schoedsack, The Mummy
directed by Karl Freund, Murders in the Rue Morgue directed by Robert Florey, The Old
Dark House directed by James Whale, Unheimliche Geschichten directed by Richard
Oswald, Vampyr directed by Carl Theodor Dreyer and White Zombie directed by Victor
Halperin. A lot of illustrations. For each film: Credits, Plot summary, Cast, Production,
Release, Critical response, Box office and The best reviews on the web.
By considering D.H. Lawrence’s stories through the lens of critically neglected short
films, this book provides a fresh, forward-looking approach to Lawrence studies which
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engages with current adaptation theory to reflect on the evolving critical reception of the
author’s tales.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • One of USA Today's Best Books
of 2020 “A haunted house story—with a twist….[Sager] does not hold back”(Rolling
Stone) in this chilling thriller from the author of Final Girls and Survive the Night. Every
house has a story to tell and a secret to share. Twenty-five years ago, Maggie Holt and
her parents moved into Baneberry Hall, a rambling Victorian estate in the Vermont
woods. Three weeks later they fled in the dead of night, an ordeal her father recounted
in a memoir called House of Horrors. His story of supernatural happenings and
malevolent spirits became a worldwide phenomenon, rivaling The Amityville Horror in
popularity—and skepticism. Maggie was too young to remember any of the horrific
events that supposedly took place, and as an adult she doesn’t believe a word of her
father’s claims. Ghosts, after all, don’t exist. When she inherits Baneberry Hall after
his death and returns to renovate the place and sell it, her homecoming is anything but
warm. The locals aren’t thrilled that their small town has been made infamous, and
human characters with starring roles in House of Horrors are waiting in the shadows.
Even more unnerving is Baneberry Hall itself—a place where unsettling whispers of the
past lurk around every corner. And as Maggie starts to experience strange occurrences
ripped from the pages of her father’s book, the truth she uncovers about the house’s
dark history will challenge everything she believes.
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A retired Los Angeles homicide detective living in a rural Wisconsin town, Jack Sawyer
is called in to assist the local police chief in solving a gruesome series of murders that
causes Jack to experience inexplicable waking nightmares.
Polished and refitted into a new critical matrix, these essays by a distinguished
Faulkner editor and scholar in no way resemble the casual self-anthologizing often
encountered. Polk's stature as a critic meshes neatly with his work as an editor; his
patent joy at the very sight of Faulkner manuscripts is inspiriting, and his professed
commitment to Freudian readings is borne lightly (that is, expressed in sensible, jargonfree discourse that is both witty and brilliant). --J. M. Ditsky, Choice First published in
1996, this book by a major scholar of William Faulkner's writings collects choice
selections of his Faulkner criticism from the past fifteen years. Its publication
underscores the significance of his indispensable work in Faulkner studies, both in
criticism and in the editing of Faulkner's texts. Here, Polk's focus is mainly upon the
context of Freudian themes, expressly in the works written between 1927 and 1932, the
period in which Faulkner wrote and ultimately revised Sanctuary, a novel to which Polk
has given concentrated study during his distinguished career. He has connected the
literature with the life in a way not achieved in previous criticism. Although other critics,
notably John T. Irwin and Andre Bleikasten have explored Oedipal themes, neither
perceived them as operating so completely at the center of Faulkner's work as Polk
does in these essays. Noel Polk, a professor of English at the University of Southern
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Mississippi, is the editor of the definitive texts of Faulkner's works. He also is one of the
most notable scholars of Eudora Welty's works and the author of Eudora Welty: A
Bibliography of Her Work (University Press of Mississippi)
Horror films revel in taking viewers into shadowy places where the evil resides, whether
it is a house, a graveyard or a dark forest. These mysterious spaces foment the terror
at the heart of horror movies, empowering the ghastly creatures that emerge to kill and
torment. With Dark Places, Barry Curtis leads us deep inside these haunted spaces to
explore them – and the monstrous antagonists who dwell there. In this wide-ranging
and compelling study, Curtis demonstrates how the claustrophobic interiors of haunted
spaces in films connect to the ‘dark places’ of the human psyche. He examines
diverse topics such as the special effects – ranging from crude to state-of-the-art – used
in movies to evoke supernatural creatures; the structures, projections and architecture
of horror movie sets; and ghosts as symbols of loss, amnesia, injustice and vengeance.
Dark Places also examines the reconfiguration of the haunted house in film as a motel,
an apartment, a road or a spaceship, and how these re-imagined spaces thematically
connect to Gothic fictions. Curtis draws his examples from numerous iconic films –
including Nosferatu, Psycho, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre and The Shining – as well
as lesser-known international works, which allow him to consider different cultural ideas
of ‘haunting’. Japanese horror films and their Hollywood remakes – such as Ringu and
The Ring, or Juon and The Grudge – come under particular scrutiny, as he explores
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Japanese cinema’s preoccupation with malevolent forces from the past. Whether you
love the splatter of blood or prefer to hide under the couch, Dark Places cuts to the
heart of why we are drawn to carnage.
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